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food for fort
Two Croatian chefs take to the battlements with glorious menus singing of the sea

D

ubrovnik has seen her visitor
numbers swell in recent years,
not least because of so-called
“set-jetters”: tourists intent
on visiting the locations of
films and TV shows. The city’s famous
walls featured in Game of Thrones, and
the ramparts now throng with fans who,
one suspects, are better acquainted
with Westeros than with Croatia.
I would suggest two ways for the
visiting gourmet to avoid the crowds.
Firstly, take a day trip to Ston, an
hour’s drive northwest of Dubrovnik: as
well as having less-populated (but still

windows – waters that are also home to
magnificent) walls and fortresses, Ston,
the rare Arca noae, the Noah’s Ark shell:
and its smaller neighbour Mali Ston, are
a pungently ozone-rich, mussel-like
famous for shellfish, especially oysters. I
creature. There are
happily slurped a dozen at
Meaty tentacles huge clams, too, both
Vila Koruna. Unlike much
farmed and wild (a
of the bivalve-producing
of al dente
rewarding chew). Wash
world Mali Ston still has a
octopus swim
down your molluscs
plentiful supply of Ostrea
in a rich broth
with a glass or two of
edulis – the flat native
Posip, the dry, fragrant
oyster – and they were
Croatian white wine.
excellent: mineral-rich
The other method of sidestepping the
and singing of the sea.
hordes is to stay in Dubrovnik and book
Locals attribute the quality of their
a table at 360˚ (pictured), one of just
oysters to the clean waters that sparkle
three Michelin-starred restaurants in
on the other side of Vila Koruna’s huge

Croatia. 360˚ commands its own
stretch of battlements with (as the
name suggests) splendid views in all
directions, and offers an imaginative,
refined version of Croatian cuisine in
a glorious alfresco setting.
Chef Marijo Curic has a fine grasp of
both flavour and texture. A brace of
langoustines, for instance, are wrapped
in kataïfi pastry (resembling shredded
wheat, it is most often found dripping
with nuts and honey in Greek desserts)
and paired with Jerusalem artichokes
done three ways: pickled in thin slices;
as a brunoise of tiny cubes; and as a
smooth, fluffy purée. A foamy reduction
of langoustine shells adds sonorous
depth to the dish.
Meaty tentacles of al dente octopus
swim in a rich fish broth with fennel and
– rather audaciously – a few ravioli filled
with lime, giving a pleasingly citric tang.
Sweet, fat clams and a rich cauliflower
cream garnish two fine tranches of
turbot, almost wobbly with gelatin and
full of flavour. Slow-cooked pork neck is
topped with the crunch of some properly
piggy shards of chicharrón.
There is talent in the pastry section
too: a dramatically presented pudding of
coffee and chocolate in various forms, a
silky ganache contrasting beautifully
with a crumble made from cocoa nibs.
360º would be a terrific restaurant
even without its peerless views of the
Old Town, the harbour and the Adriatic.
Finishing my dinner with coffee and a
local version of grappa, I feel as fortified
as Dubrovnik herself. BILL KNOTT
VILA KORUNA, MALI STON 20230, STON (+385-2075 4999; VILAKORUNA.HR). 360º, UL SVETOG DOMINIKA BB, DUBROVNIK 20000
(+385-2032 2222; 360DUBROVNIK.COM).
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tale of two sommeliers
Exquisite wine and food pairings are de rigueur at a cult
Parisian bar-restaurant and its Covent Garden outpost

CHRIS BURKE

I

’ve had the good fortune to do a lot of eating
and drinking in Paris in the past 12 months,
but one place that sticks in my mind is
Frenchie, Greg Marchand’s teeny-tiny
restaurant in the 2nd arrondissement. Hidden
away down the cobbled Rue du Nil, this 24-cover
restaurant has been a cult name among foodies
for almost a decade yet somehow it still manages
to make you feel like it’s your discovery. There’s
an energy, an intimacy to it that’s really exciting.
Crammed in at the bar counter (which is really
just two stools overlooking the pass), my husband
and I had the best drinks-pairing menu I’ve had
all year: intensely flavoured carrot cooked
several ways, paired with a creamy-fresh PulignyMontrachet from Etienne Sauzet; tender duck
and sharp kumquats, with a glass of velvety
Ganko Rioja from French defector Olivier Rivière;
shortbread, lemon curd, cardamom ice cream
and bergamot with an icy yuzu sake; a white
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chocolate petit-four peppered with a sip of 1978
Gaston Legrand armagnac. It was imaginative and
vibrant – and all poured by a sommelier who could
talk tattoos and surfing as readily as grands crus.
Frenchie Paris also has a candlelit bar à vins
across the street. There we plundered a drinks list
full of off-beat treasures, including a delicious
blanc de noirs champagne from rising star
Dosnon. The whole experience was so good it
made me rather anxious about visiting Frenchie’s
London outpost. Would that magic have survived
the journey? Or got lost in translation?
Perhaps wisely, Marchand hasn’t tried to
recreate that slightly scruffy neighbourhood feel
of Frenchie Paris. Frenchie Covent Garden is a big
glamorous West End brasserie with an à la carte
menu (unlike Frenchie Paris, where you take
what you’re given – which I think is more fun).
But the vital flavours and textures of the Paris
menu were all still there (thanks in great part to

Marchand’s head chef, whom I saw manning
operations on both sides of the Channel). And
sommelier Bastien Ferreri has created a wine
list that’s full of verve too. A starter of melting
burrata and Buddha’s-hand lemon with a glass of
deep-red Le Cince rosé from the De Fermo estate
in Abruzzo was a highlight, a trio of colours that
were as lovely to look at as they were to taste.
Unlike Frenchie Paris (which won’t
even serve you herbal tea if it’s not on the
tasting menu) Frenchie London always does

cocktails with a Francophile twist: Negronis
with génépi, sours with Chartreuse, and
martini-style aperitifs with pommeau.
On the way out I bumped into Marchand
himself, who alluded to the possibility of a
second London restaurant down the line.
But for now, at least, my heart’s still in the
2nd arrondissement. ALICE LASCELLES
FRENCHIE, 5 RUE DU NIL 75002 PARIS (+331-4039 9619; FRENCHIERUEDUNIL.COM). FRENCHIE COVENT GARDEN, 416 HENRIETTA
STREET, LONDON WC2 (020-7836 442; FRENCHIECOVENTGARDEN.COM).
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